THE BLANKET FOR EXTINGUISHING EV CAR FIRES

The T-ISS Ultimate VR0906 fire blanket is the perfect method to isolate smoke and fire in case of EV car fires. This reusable car blanket “kills” a car fire by eliminating oxygen from the fire source. Both in the event of a fire on a fossil fueled car or an electric-powered car, dangerous gases and smoke are smothered under the fire blanket.

This fire blanket can be used for both electric and normal fires of cars, SUV’s and motorcycles. Suitable for professional fire fighters and other organizations that may have to deal with multiple fires. After use, simply rinse the blanket with water and store it in its Smartbag.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Size Unfold: 9 x 6 m
Size Packed: 120 x 40 x 30 cm
Light Color: Clear Shiny White
Mark: FireIsolatorVR0906
Lifespan: + 10 years
Class: ASTM D6413
HScode: 70199500
Material: Hi Silica >98%
Weight: 37 kg
Temperature: up to 1650 °C
Packing: Bag with instructions
Extra: Exchangable signs
Optional: - Cabinets in Steel or GRP
- Other material Stainless Steel
- Other designs and length possible